TE-SC 570 L
Stone Cutting Machine
Item No.: 4301444
Ident No.: 11046
Bar Code: 4006825541243
The TE-SC 570 L stone cutting machine is a reliable and high-quality machine for cutting slabs of stone and concrete as well as bricks and tiles quickly
and exactly to size. Its robust 1500 W motor has ample power for driving the 250 mm diameter turbo diamond cutting wheel speedily through hard
materials such as granite and marble.

Features
- Robust underframe
- Sturdy handle
- Integrated water pump
- Work table with non-slip rubber support
- Large water pan made of steel
- Sturdy angle stop with exact adjustable scale
- 4-fold ball-bearing motor guidance
- Motor guidance from 0° - 45° continously tiltable
- Turbo diamond cutting disc
- Extra long cutting length
- Removable laser. Can be used independent of the machine
- With dripping function

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Max. power (S2 | S2time)
- Idle speed
- Max. cutting height at 45°
- Max. cutting height at 90°
- Max. cutting length
- Diamond cutting disc
- Swiveling range of cutting disc
- IP code
- Size of working table

230 V | 50 Hz
1500 W | 20 min
3000 min^-1
48 mm
60 mm
57 cm
Ø250 x ø25.4 mm
45 °
IP54
630 x 450 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

43.3 kg
51 kg
1020 x 580 x 445 mm
1 Pieces
51 kg
1020 x 595 x 470 mm
100 | 210 | 0
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Available as special accessories
Dia.-Trennsch. 250x25,4mm tur.
Stone Cutting Machine Accessor
Item No.: 4301177
Bar Code: 4006825506723
Einhell Grey
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